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WSU, the only school open 
WSU student dies as a result of auto accident 
By GAYLON V1CKERS 
Guardian Editor 
Kimberly Rayman is not going 
to be able «o apply tor admission 
to the School of Nursing here at 
Wright State this spring. 
Kimbcrly won't be coming to 
Wright State anymore, even 
though her advisor here at WSU, 
Scotty Clark aaid, "I would have 
been positive she would have 
been eligible to apply." 
KIMBERLY DIED Sunday of 
injuries sustained in a Feb. 26 
auto accident on Trebein Read 
south of Fairbom. 
According to friends, Kimbcrly 
was on her way to school when 
the accident occurred. The Xenia 
post of the Highway Patrol re-
ports that aflei losing control of 
her car, Kimberly slid into the 
southbound lane of the icy road 
and struck another car. 
Kimberly died at 4:15 p.m. 
Sunday evening of injuries relat-
ed to this accident. 
CLARK REPORTS that -she did 
not know Kimberly well having 
seen her only once, since she was 
a freshman pre-nursir.ij student 
who would have become eligible 
to apply for admission to the 
School of Nursing this spring. 
Ope of Kimberly's instructors 
at Wilmington High School, from 
which she graduated in 1978. «jid 
she would have made the "p* • 
feet nurse." 
"She just cared about people, " 
said Ray Wolford, the former 
instructor. "She had Intelligence 
and the ability, as well as the 
desire, to woik. A rare combina-
tion these days," he murmured. 
WOLFORD HAS BEEN at Wil-
mington High School for 17 years, 
where he teaches in the music 
department. He said Kimberly 
and her family had moved to the 
area just four years ago. In the 
time she had been at Wilmington 
High School, Kicnberly had taken 
concert band, marching band and 
symphonic band all four years. 
"She was the kind of student 
you wanted everyone to be lite," 
said Wolford. "You see so many 
kids these days who don't know 
where they're going or where 
they should go. She wasn't like 
that. She knew exactly what she 
wanted and where she was go-
ing." 
Wolford said he had gone to 
visitation at Kimberly's house 
Monday night and had had to wait 
half an Hour to see her. 
•'IT WAS AMAZING how 
many friends she had here for a 
girl who had been here for such a 
short time." 
Calling her an excellent student 
Wolford affirmed, "There was 
nothing you could say bad about 
lier." 
Kimberly's funeral was held 
yesterday in Wilmington. 
Wright State Vice President foi 
Academic Affairs John Murray 
delayed classes until 10 a.m. that 
day on the recommendation of 
Robert Francis, executive director 
of Campus Planning and Opera-
tions. 
Francis said he is, "deeply 
sc idened to know" that Kimberly 
died. He noted that University 
officials had been aware of Kim-
berly's accident, and it ad been in 
contact with her family. 
WHEN ASKED WHAT effect 
Kimberly's death will have on his 
personal criteria for recommend-
ing school closings. Francis repli-
ed, "1 will still get up early. I will 
' still drive around the area. I will 
still make calls to people who arc 
here on campus.! will still consult 
with my superiors. 
Francis noted that the criteria 
for closing the University is set by 
his superiors. 
"I really am greatly grieved," 
said Francis. "Everytime 1 have 
to do it (recommend school clos-
ings again), I will probably think 
about this...I don't think there is 
any way you can blot this out of 
your mind." 
MURRAY WAS ON vacation, 
and unavailable for comment. 
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Allyn snack bar may go deli/ice cream parlor 
By BOB MYERS 
Guardian Staff Writer 
Second in a Series 
Proposals for changing the 
Allyn Hail lounge snack bar into a 
combination delicatessen/ice 
cream parlor and changing the 
Rathskeller are included in some 
of the bids currently being re-
viewed by the Food Service 
Committee. 
The proposal for changing Al-
lyn's snack bar into a combination 
deli/ice cream parlor is part of the 
bid by Gladieux Food Services. 
Inc., according to Gladieux's 
Sales Manager of the Institutional 
Division. Hugh O'Brien. O'Brien 
said Gladieut's changes wouldn't 
involve any major remodification 
or expansion of current space. He 
elaborated that his company's 
decorators would partition off the 
current dining space in the lounge 
and then decorate it. 
OTHER CHANGES proposed 
% Gladieux included a change in 
orientation and hours of operation 
in the Rathskeller. If Gladieux 
receives the contract, the Rat 
would be open for breakfast, 
serving omelets. The Rat would 
also become a, "soup kitchen" for 
lunc") and serve burgers and beer 
only tfurvig the evening. 
Another change O'Brien sa'kj 
Gladieux wou'id raakr would be-
having the food carts operational 
the year round. The carts would 
be "New York" sidewalk carts, 
able to be taken outside on the 
quad. 
The last proposal Gladieux 
made was limiting the University 
Center Cafeteria to boarding stu-
dents. If Faculty, staff and other 
students used the Cafeteria, they 
would pay a slightly higher rate 
for the food served. 
O'BRIEN SAID THAT these 
changcs would give the Univer-
sity a "very different type of 
service, one that would inrrvise 
the students' suli.fatlijn. 
Anothsr bid was submitted by 
tht Ohio Rehabilitation Service 
Bureau of Services for the Blind. 
H.A.L.T. WSU tuition hikes 
By CAROL A. HOWELL 
Guardian Aaaochte Writer 
"H.A.L.T., who goes there?" 
HALT seems to be the most 
common word spoken in Allyn 
Hall lounge this week. HALT, 
standing for "Higher ambition, 
lower tuition," is the slogan of a 
campaign by concerned students 
who want to prevent possible 
tuition hikes next fall-
According to Terry Burns, stu-
dent Caucus Liberal Arts Repre-
sentative. "Tuition Hik's of 580 
to 190 a quarter are likely next 
fall. If representatives in Ohio are 
not convinced to increase state 
subsidies in higher education in 
this year's state budget." 
A sisbcaucus committee headed 
by Burns has been organized to 
collect student signatures pro-
testing the possible hikes. The 
committee has a table outside 
Allyn Hall lounge where Wright 
State University students, or any 
Ohio taxpayers, may sign a 
petition to be sent to then-
country's representative. 
"WE'RE TRYING TO get their 
(students') parents involved by 
asking students to take a petition 
firm home to parents to be 
returned by Friday to give an 
impact to representatives that 
parents as well as students do 
care about tuition hikes," Bums 
said. 
"It 's been the thought'by the 
state that students don't really 
care." Burns explained in refer-
ence to possible hikes. "So we're 
sending letters to district repre-
sentatives asking that legislators 
support increased finarring for 
state subsidies in higher educa-
tion." 
The Student Caucus will have a 
table outside Allyn lounge the 
rest of the week, and hopes to set 
up tables to collect petitions in 
other parts of the University. 
CAMPAIGN AGAINST possi-
ble tuition hikes are being held in 
all of Ohio's state universities. 
These campaigns are being coor-
dinated by the Ohio University 
Student Senate. 
"We would appreciate any 
support that WSU students could 
give in regards to collecting 
petitions," Burns said. 
Their bid was limited to the 
vending operation. Donna Dow, 
an employee of the Rehabilitation 
Service, said that if the state 
received the contract the opera-
tion would be managed *>y two or 
three legally blind people. 
These people would run the 
vending concession and receive 
all the profits from it They would 
employ people, people with hand-
icaps receiving the highest prior-
ity. Dow said that ail the vending 
machines would have to be re-
placad. 
SERVOMATION Corporation 
also bidded for the food servire 
operation. According to Mike 
Schriml. genera) manager of the 
Dayton District, tivir proposals 
included different hours at each 
site, and extensive menu 
cnanges. Schriml also commented 
that any problems would be 
handled in Dayton, avoiding any 
delays in handling them. 
Bill MacLennao, regional sales 
manager for Szabo Food Service. 
He said that the equipment now 
in use appeared to he adequate, 
and Szabo's aim would be t» 
improve the selection of food 
items and reduce waiting time for 
service. 
Maclennan added that Szabo's 
evaluation team "wasn't tco im-
pressed v/ith the quality of food 
on campus." 
LN CONTRAST TO the other 
companies, Custom Foods Man-
agement refused to comment on 
their bid, citing a request from 
the University to keep all infor-
mation confidential. 
When asked about the Univer-
sity's alleged request. Elizabeth 
Dixon, executiv lirector of Stu-
dent Auxiliary services, replied 
that seme industry representa-
tives had expressed a desire «o 
keep the bid proposals secret. She 
added that the scaling of bids was 
a regular part of the University's 
contract bid review procedure. 
thursday 
ara prices 
ARA may up prices, see story, page 7. 
thought 
So, if this is what religion is-a big car and a suit and tie, thea I 
might as well forget it, cause I can't qualify. 
Johnny Paycheck 
weather 
Scattered showers tonight becoming mixed with periods of snow 
before ending late Thursday. Lows tonight in the 30s. Highs 
Thursday will be in the upper 30s or mid 40s. Clearing Thursday 
night with lows 25 to 30. Partly cloudy Friday with highs in the 40s. 
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Soviet Union will celebrate Women's Day 
MOSCOW UPI - Hard-working 
Soviet women get a well-earned 
day off Thursday and heaps of 
official praise. 
International Women's Day, as 
it's called, is hardly noted outside 
socialist countries but it's a big 
deal in the Soviet Union. 
It started 69 years ago when the 
international Conference of Soc-
ialist Women stiffly proclaimed a 
"day of solidarity of working 
women in the struggle for politi-
cal and social equality." 
SINCE THEN, Women's Day 
has softened into a nice, gushy, 
sentimental holiday akin to Moth-
er's Day in the United States. 
Mothers, wives, and girl 
friends get gifts, flowers and a 
long weekend off. Husbands us-
usally pitch in with the house-
work. 
The press exalts that the Soviet 
revolution "marked the begin-
ning of a genuine social and 
spiritual emancipation of wo-
men." It also takes the oppor-
tunity to berate the United States 
for failing to pass the Equal 
Rights Amendment. 
THE SOVIET attitude toward 
women is a curious blend of rigid 
equality particularly in the job 
market and the male chauvinist 
attitude that women aren't to be 
taken too seriously. 
For example, the Soviet Union 
launched the world's first and 
only female cosmonaut. Valeritina 
Tereshkova, in 1963. Yet at a 
recent press conference of top 
space officials there was much 
giggling when a reporter asked 
whether women could work a-
longside males in space stations. 
Yes, quipped an official. "We 
have kitchens on board." 
IN THE SOVIET work force, 
women account for almost 52 
percent of workers. They make up 
more than 70 percent of the 
unskilled work force. 
Women also fill some 70 per-
cent of doctor and teacher jobs, 
low paying in the Soviet Union. 
Because of the shortage of men 
since World War II, women per-
form many jobs that seem harsh 
to Western eyes. Husky women 
with straw brooms are a fixture on 
Soviet streets, and in winter they 
chop ice off the sidewalks and 
haul snow. They swarm around 
building sites, laying bricks, 
hauling lumber and welding 
pipes. 
SPECIAL LA WS FOR female 
workers keep them out of most 
underground jobs and ir. theory 
spare them from having to lift 
anything heavier than 33 pounds. 
In practice women carry their 
weight alongside maics. 
The Soviet press frequently 
stresses that women share equal 
power and notes that about a 
third of members in the national 
parliament arc female. But in the 
Communist Party Central Com-
mittee, an important decision-
making body, only eight of the 
287 members are women. And 
there has never been a woman 
member of the powerful, 13-
member Politburo. 
For the average housewife, life 
is a daily grind. And while a large 
percentage of women work out-
side the home, most still find 
themselves tied to houscwo'k, too 
with few conveniences of Western 
housewives such as dishwashers, 
disposals and other kitchen gad-
gets. 
DAY-TO-DAY shopping chores 
mean endless queues for basic 
food plus battles with shortages 
and deficits. 
Still, Soviet society is attempt-
inn to make life more tolerable. 
There are never enough child 
care centers, but the government 
keeps building new ones. Preg-
nant women get two months paid 
leave before and after giving birth 
and partial pay for a year with 
guarantees of being rehired at 
their old job. 
That encourages women to 
have more children and reverse 
an alarming dip in the national 
birth rite. 
Ohio House committee wiil not act on deposit bill 
COLUMBUS UPI - The decision 
by an Ohio House committee not 
to act on a bill that would place a 
10 cent deposit on all beer and 
soft drink containers sold in the 
state may eventually help the 
bill's supporters enact such a law. 
House Energy and Environment 
Committee Chairman Thomas P. 
Gilmartin, D-Youngstown, said 
Wednesday there were not e-
nough votes to pass the bill and 
he did not w ant to sec it defeated 
because "that would give the 
impression that we are not in 
favor of solving the litter prob-
lem." 
The deposit bill was introduced 
to the Legislature through initia-
tive petitions circulated by the 
Ohio Alliance for Returnablcs. 
The group's director, Lynda 
James, said the committee's in-
action does not adversely affect 
the drive for the deposit law. 
THE LEGISLATURE has four 
months ending May 3 in which to 
act on the bill. The Alliance then 
has 90 days from May 3. to collect 
85,000 more signatures and put it 
on the November ballot. 
James said she is confident the 
signatures can be gathered and 
noted, "The extra petitions have 
already been printed." 
In (fact, one committee member 
who did not want to be named. 
saiJ the committee's inaction is 
what the Alliance wanted. 
"THE ALUANCE has 90 days 
to collect the extra signatures." 
the representative said. "If we 
had defeated the bill today, they 
would have to gather tne signa-
tures now during bad weather. If 
we let it die on May 3 the 90 days 
will occur during the summer 
months and they can circulate the 
petitions at county fairs and 
festivals. It will be much easier to 
get the signatures." 
During four weeks of hearings, 
the committee heard testimony 
from industry and labor groups 
saying the bill would cause the 
loss of thousands of jobs in Ohio. 
The Alliance agreed some jobs 
would be lost in the canning 
industry, but saict even more jobs 
would be created through in-
creased recycling programs and 
by merchants hiring persons to 
handle the cans and bottles. 
GILMARTIN NOTED that "the 
issue is complex" and said he 
hopes the Legislature can "get 
together with all parties and work 
out a workable litter bill." 
Gilmartin has introduced a 
resolution proposing a Constitu-
tional amendment for the Novem-
ber ballot thai would allow politi-
cal subdivisions to hire people 
exclusively for litter cleanup. 
Rep. Thomas J. Carney. D-
Youngstown, Tuesday introduced 
a bill that would Ux all retail 
merchants and manufacturers 
with the money raised going 
specit'cally for Jitter cleanup r.nd 
recycling centers. A simiiiar tax 
bill died dur:ng the last legislative 
session. 
MS, JAMES SAID she w-as 
"very pleased that the Legisla-
ture is concerned about the litter 
problems" but said none of the 
alternatives to the deposit bill 
satisfy her group. Rep. Benny 
Bonnano, D-Clev»land, warned 
the commitee that "if we do not 
act the people will solve the 
problem for us by placing the 
issue on the ballot." And Rep. 
Edward J. Hughes. D-Mentor, 
said, "The people have given us 
the message loud and clear by 
signing the petitions. They want 
us to do something about our 
'throw-away' society." 
The committee could bring the 
bill up again, but Gilmartin said 
there are no plans to do so and 
.nost committee members agreed 
that such f> move is unlikely. 
Intense lobbying by utility may hurt Ohio high-sulfur coal industry 
Ohio's high-suilur coal industry-
is in a "critical situation" be-
cause of intense lobbying by 
Cleveland Electric Illuminating 
Co. which wants to purchase 
out-of-state low-sulfur coal, a 
spokesman for the coal industry 
said Wednesday. 
The spokesman said the U.S. 
Council on Wage and Price 
Stability has been heavily inllu-
enced by CEI. 
Barry Bosworth, head of the 
Council, last week issued a re-
port. It was in direct opposition to 
a U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency report that if Ohio utili-
ties stop using the state's coal, 
economic disruptions would be 
caused in Ohio. 
BOSWORTH SAID THE switch 
to low-sulfur coal, purchased 
from eastern Kentucky and 
southern Wesl Virginia, would 
not cause the economic hardship 
which the EPA claims. 
A spokesman for Gov. James 
A. Rhodes said the- governor 
agreed with the assessment by 
the EPA on the economic impact a 
switch from Ohio coal would 
bring. 
However, the spokesman sail" 
invoking the order to force the 
utilities to burn Ohio coal exclu-
sively "goes beyond w hat we feel 
is necessary in Ohio because of 
the adverse impact it will have on 
consumers in the way ot higher 
electric bills." 
"WE WOULD LIKE the EPA 
to go w ith us to Congress and say 
it doesn't make sense to go this 
heavy," said (he spokesman. 
'We need an internment con-
trol strategy that could involve 
other things like mixing low-sul-
fur coal with Ohio coal during 
times when you have a critical 
pollution problem." 
The Rhodes administration has 
contended the burning of high-
sulfur coal causes a problem only 
for between five and 15 days a 
year and only in certain areas. 
"I THINK THE wage and price 
people have been heavily influ-
enced by the utility industry." 
said the coal industry spokesman 
who did not w ish to be identified. 
"Most of this stuff coming out is 
propaganda issued by Cleveland 
Electric Illuminating." 
CEI has been in the forefront 
among Ohio utilities lobbying to 
switch to the low-sulfur coal in 
Kentucky and West Virginia, 
instead of spending weil over 
$400 million to install costly 
anti-pollution devices. 
The EPA could recommend to 
President Carter that he order 
Ohio electric utilities to burn Ohio 
coal. However. CEI and a group 
of coal companies have formed a 
Washington-based lobbying 
group called the Committee to 
Preserve the Appalachian Coal 
Market, which contends this 
would mean an increase in utility 
bills. 
"THOSE PEOPLE are working 
out of the Ashland Oil Co. lobby-
ing office in Washington and 
Ashland Oil owns Ashland Coal." 
said the source. "Most of the coal 
companies involved in that com-
mittee are owned by oil compan-
ies." 
CEI attorney James Friedman, 
a former chief aide to John 
Gilligan when Gtlligan was gov 
ernor. said there was no relation-
ship between the motives of the 
committee and Ashland Oil. 
"ASHLAND OIL happens to 
have an office in Washington, ar.d 
it was simply a matter of conven-
ience." said Friedman. "This is 
just the usual kind of political 
gossip. It is utter nonsense." 
Friedman said coal firms in 
Kentucky and West Virginia have 
been plagued by layoffs and 
would have even more if they lost 
any of their markets in Ohio. He 
said it could happen if Ohio 
utilities are forced to exclusively 




PASADENA. Calif. UP1 - Leav-
ing Jupiter and its inner moons 
behind. Voyager 1 radioed back 
the first closeup pictures of the 
satellite Callisto today showing a 
battered, apparently ancient crust 
unlike anything seen before. 
The photos of Callisto, the last 
of Jupiter's four biggest satel-
lites, added to the mystery as to 
why the moon Ganymede and 
now Callisto show the impact 
scars of eaflier times while the 
bright orange moon lo does not. 
Callisto was the last world for 
the spacecraft's electronic eyes 
until it reaches the ringed planet 
Saturn in November next year. It 
will examine six satellites there. 
VOYAGER CRUISED within 
/2.000 miles of Ganymede Mon-
day night and then sped on to its 
79,000 mile encounter with Callis 
to today, lo was examined Mon-
day morning, after the spacecraft 
swept past Jupiter. 
The other big moon. Europa, 
was examined from afar earlier 
and Voyager 1 also got the first 
good look at the tiny inner 
satelitte Amalthea. A new color 
photo released today showed it as 
a pinkish potato-shaped object. 
The new Callisto pictures 
showed a spectacular ringed crat-
er which Dr. Laurence Soderblom 
of the U.S. Geological Survey said 
suggests the satellite "has a 
crustal character very much dif-
ferent from anything w- have 
seen." He speculated that the 
rings could be the result of an icy 
surface which could not stand the 
impact stress and collapsed in the 
ring-like manner. 
THE SURFACE WAS densely 
cratered and Soderblom said that 
suggests it is very old, »nd that it 
differentiated into layers of rock 
and water ire "very early in its 
history." 
Callisto and Ganymede, both 
about the size of Mercury and 
believed to be half water and half 
rock, are vastiy different from lo, 
the smaller, more rocky satellite 
closet to Jupiter. 
Io's mottled orange, yellow and 
white surface has been sculptured 
by some kind of erosional pro-
cesses which produced complex 
depressions, enormous cliffs, 
plains reaching hundreds of miles 
and abundant troughs that seem 
to have been carved by water. 
Notably absent are craters pro-
duced by meteoroid impact. 
GANYMEDE'S brownish-gray 
surface, in contrast, is peppered 
with what Soderblom of the U.S. 
Geological Survey said are obvi-
ously impact craters. The craters 
are sharply defined and sur-
rounded by white material possi-
bly relatively fresh ice splashed 
out of the crust. 
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Ides of March 
Now that finals werk is approaching the Daily Guardian wishes 
good luck to the students at Wright Stale on their finals. But bewg 
the Ides of March. 
Weep not for the carp 
The Guardian has long fostered a reputation as a protector of the 
carp at Wright State University, and. in light of this distinction, we 
feel there are a few points thai should be raised in reference to these 
fishy folk. 
First of all. pitching carp is probably a lot of fun to the human 
participants hut not all that much of a pleasure for the fish. At least 
none were smiling lasl May Daze when they were used as soft balls. 
Secondly, the moat is not a pleasant place to spend an entire life, 
even for a fish. 
Lastly, fish do not survive well through the winter months-freez-
ing temperatures can do some unpleasant things to bodies 
enveloped in water. 
In other words—to cut through ihe myriad of accusations ard 
down to the bom of fact-a carp corpse has been seen, floating 
side-up, like a misshapen horseshoe: what was once a functioning 
carp. 
He amounts to little... he is a fish after all... but, to loss him in to 
Wright State's cesspool, without so much as an apology for the 
inconvenience before rigor mortus sets in, is an abnormally cruel 
form of torture. 
Weep not for this fish. Weep for the idiot who placed him there 
and the stupidities thai he represents. 
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Spring schedule update 
By DAVID MIX 
Guardian Wire Editor 
By now most of you have seen the new class 
schedules. Unfortunately, as many of you may 
know, quite a few courses arc cither eliminated 
or added after the schedule is printed 
We consider it to be our duty here at the Daily 
Guardian, as a student-oriented organization, to 
inform our readers of these changes. Therefore, 
as a service to our public, we have collected the 
following list of previously unpublished courses 
For Spring Quarter: 
DISCO CALCULUS 3.14 
The Math and Physical Education depart-
ments decided to merge two courses into one as 
part of an integrated study program. This 
course gives calculus students an exciting new 
way to study and exercise at the ssme time, and 
gives disco enthusiasts something to do while 
they dance. 
Some steps the students will learn are the 
Derivative Disco and the Function, The key to 
doing the Function U that this dance can be 
done only to t limit. For those students who 
a'wtys wait until the last minute to do their 
homework, the Hustle is also taught in the 
course. This graphic course also provides a 
chance for each student to display his form in 
exponential -.otatior.. 
PRF»EQ«J1SITES: 
Square Dance Geometry. Disco 2000 and 
Classical Algebra. 
MUSICAL GEOLOGY 337.5 
This is a combination of MUS 112 and GL 101. 
Students enrolled in this course will study rock 
music with emphasis placed on Hie (tolling 
Stones and Iron Butterfly. Students will also 
learn how to read fossilized sciles. 
PREREQUISITES: 
Geogiaphical Music-studies of the groups 
Kansas. Boston. Chicago, the Bay City Rollers. 
Ohio Players and Buffalo Springfield. 
Animal Music (formerly Bach to Nature) 
studies of the Animals, the Byrds. the 
Yardbyrds and the Monkees. 
Insect Music-studies of the Beatles and the 
Crickets. 
ABUSIVE LANGUAGE 031.6 
#-&"<). #'/>(,)• ?&/: !$ 
,()•&'/.•• ?( = : #'/,„.() ( , / /88 t"0 . 
'/>!$?&,()!& ' / )!$#== ?& 
?(:;,# and '/.!$&?; 7 ~ . This course is 
not recommended for those easily offended by 
abusive language. 
PREREQUISITES: 




The course is designed for those who ain't got 
no English. Students who take this course will 
learn how to leave out. Also, the correct, usage, 
of the comma, and the ? question ? mark? will 
be taught. The student will learn how to write 
complete. And no fragments. 
PREREQUISITES: 
TtV.t 
INTRO TO STAYING AWAKE DURING A 
LECTURE 
This course is designed for beginning 
students who tend to doze off as soon as the 
instructor begins to lecture. Major topic include 
how to cope with the Z-syndrome. 
PREREQUISITE: SLEEPING 101 
INTRO TO FALLING ASLEEP DURING A 
LECTURE WITHOUT ANYONE KNOWING 
This course, subtitled FAKING IT, is design-
ed for those who failed ot dropped INTRO TO 
STAYING AWAKE DURING A LECTURE. The 
student who chooses this discipline will learn 
_ (See CLASSES, Page 5) 
So. *«5 lrt'5 fcf Mv. . 
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Student calls for state-supported education 
To the Editor: 
Is tuition free education, per 
se, profitable? If so. is tuition free 
education through the college 
level a good investment? Can the 
nation afford such a luxury? 
If the nation invest $1,200 a 
year to educatc its students 
through the elementary and se-
condary school, h will invest 
$10.8000 to educate each student 
from kindergarten through the 
eighth grade. Add $4,800 for high 
school and the cost is $15,000. 
Allow $1,200 for a college educa-
tion, or $100 per academic hour, 
and the tab is $27.6000. Another 
$12,000 for a Ph.D. and the total 
is $.19,600. Now. the median 
income, in round figures, for an 
individual with an eighth grade 
education or less is $5,000 a year, 
a high school diploma $10,000. a 
college degree $15,000, and a 
Ph.D. $17,000. These individuals 
will pay 30 percent of their 
income in federal, state, and local 
taxes. such as income, social 
security, property, sales taxes 
etc. They will provide society with 
$1,500, $3,00, $4,500, and $5,100 
a year respectively. They will 
have a productive life span of 42 
years and donate $63,000, 
$126,000, 5189,000, and $2*4,200 
in taxes during their productive 
life span. In every case, society 
will recieve at least a S-l ratio on 
its investment. For every individ-
ual that it fails to educate through 
the college level it will lose at 
least $1,500 a year in lost taxes. 
There are at least 2.5 million 
individuals in each age group that 
do not go to college. 2.5 million 
multiplied by $1,500 and society 
loses $3.75 billion in lost taxes for 
each age group. Multiplied by 42 
age groups and society loses 
$157.5 billion each year in lost 
taxes. 
The most equitable method 
financing public education, in-
cluding higher education, would 
He to use the principles of social 
security aid sales taxes. In social 
security, one pays into the end for 
42 years and then is rewarded by 
checks and Medicare. In tuition 
free education, one recieves one's 
trward in the beginning and then 
pays into the fund for the next 42 
years. If an individual paid a four 
percent education tax on the last 
$5,0CD of his earning, he would 
pay $200 a year for his college 
education, meaning $8,400 for a 
$12,000 education. The rest 
would be made up by a small 
sales tax on commercial trans-
actions. At the present time, the 
business community pays little or 
nothing to support higher educa-
tion even though it recieves the 
most benefit from such a system. 
In addition, the sales tax would be 
applied to the billions of dollars fo 
goods that are imported each 
year. The property base of these 
goods are in foreign countries, 
and much of Ihe technology thai 
they use to operate efficiently and 
profitable was developed as a 
result of our higher educations! 
system. 
If the students at the Univer-
sity, or any high school or collegr, 
asked me. "Joe, how could we 
achieve tuition free education 
through the college level?" I 
would tell them to call an organi-
zational meeting and elect offi-
cers, and then appoint commit-
tees: public relation committee, 
correspondence committee, com-
mittees to get signatures on 
petitions that they would send to 
their representative in Washing-
ton requesting tuition free educa-
tion through the college level. I 
would point out to them that there 
are about seven million students 
in collegy, and another 20 million 
high school students. Bach would 
have a mother and father, and at 
leas! two grandparents. This 
would represent a potential 135 
million signatures that they could 
get on their petitions. If the 
students would go from door to 
door in their school district, they 
would be able to increase the 
number of signatures thai they 
could get. I would point out to 
them that schools are training 
grounds where students acquire a 
kit of intellectual tools, and that 
this efford would be a good 
exercise in testing and diveloping 
their leadership and organiza-
tional abilities. 
Students and faculty could 
facillitate the dissemination of 
these ideas if students would 
send copies of this lettet to t'.c 
editors of the newspapers r.nil 
high schools in their home town, 
and faculty could send copies to 
the state representatives and to 
the ed tors of their undergraduate 
and graduate schools. A chain 
reaction would be most desirable. 
Joseph Pasinosiy 
Former Special Student 
We.sf Virginia University 
Publications reports further information to Guardian 
To the editor: 
An unattributed paragraph in 
Friday's Daily guardian story on 
Student Caucus indicated that 
Caucus's faculty evaluation forms 
could be printed by an off-campus 
quick printer for $64.35, while the 
University's Printing Services has 
estimated a cost of $95.00 for the 
job. 
Those facts are true, but what 
is grossly misleading is the fact 
that the specifications for the 
printing job given to the off-cam-
pus printer did not even vaguely 
resemble the specifications given 
to Printing Services when the 
printing estimate was requested. 
To compare the two cost figu.-es 
without explaining that difference 
is like comparing apples and 
bananas. 
Caucus asked Printing Services 
to provide an estimate for 10.000 
forms, printed on both sides of 
8 1/2 X 11 paper: the job as 
described would have required 
10,000 sheets of paper and 20.000 
printing impressions. The job as 
described to the off-campus print-
er called for 10.000 forms, printed 
on one side only and with two 
forms on each 31 /2X11 sheet of 
paper-, that job would have re-
quired .">,000 sheets of 8 1/2 XII 
paper and only 5,000 printing 
impressions. 
The differences a.e obvious: 
Printing Se7v:cc3 quoted on a 
printing request .hat would have 
required twice the amount of 
paper and four times the p;ess 
time as the job quoted by the 
off-campus printer. 
In fact, if Printing Services had 
quoted on the same specifications 
as the quick printer, our costs 
would have been $55.75, includ-
ing delivery, while the quick 
printer would have charged 
$69.35 (printing cost plus a $5.00 
cutting cost) and Caucus would 
have had to pick up the job. 
On the other hand, if the quick 
printer had quoted on the same 
specifications as Printing Serv-
ices. their cost would have been 
$190.00, as compared to the 
University price of $95.00. 
Buying printing is a job that 
requires special skills and knowl-
edge, and anyone who hes such 
responsibilities must be aware of 
many considerations, including 
accurate specifications presented 
identically to everyone who bids 
on a printing job. as well as the 
quality of the final product. Poor 
reproduction, at any cost, is no 
New classes are explained 
Cob tinned from page 4. 
how to sleep while appearing to be awake. 
Special emlphasis is placed on anti-snoring 
techniques and how to make the instructor think 
you're reading a book while you're really 
dozing. Also important i« how to wiggle your 
per. and keep your head upright while uncon-
scious. There is a $5 lab for toothpicks. 
TUNNEL NAVIGATION 
For students who use the tunnels extensively 
and never seem to find their way out. Basics in 
the course are the essentials of map-reading and 
how to use a compass. The $10 lab fee includ-s 
survival kit, flare, extra rations, flashlight and a 
lifeboat for the rainy season. 
DIGITAL COMPUTERS 
This course is geared for students who can't 
afford a calculator. In this courte they can learn 
to count quickly on their fingers. 
PREREQUISITES! 
Strong fingernails. Otherwise, since this 
course may be taken out of sequence, none. 
EATING AND DIGESTING ARA FOOD (burp!) 
This course is suggested, but not required, for 
those students who eat on campus. (WARNING! 
The Surgeon General has determined this 
course to be hazardous to your health.) 
PREREQUISITES. 
A strong digestive system and the ability to 
cat tin cans. A course in School Cafeteria 
Feeding would be helpful. 
COURSE OBJECTIVES INCLUDE INCLUDE 
TEACHING THE FOLLOWING. 
DWhat to do if something clanks in your 
stomach. 
2)What to do if you find the Tidy-Bowl man is 
surfing ccross your yogurt. 
3)What to do if your mashed potatoes walk 
away. 
4)SpcciaI burping techniques. 
bargain. 
As for the issue of turnaround 
time, the Caucus representative 
who asked for the estimate did 
not indicate a need for one-day 
turnaround on the printing of the 
faculty evaluation forms. Printing 
Services can provide such rapid 
service, and in fact does so on a 
daily basis. An average of 26,000 
duplicating jobs arc handled by 
Printing Services during a year, 
with 24-hour service (in many 
eases 2-4 hours service) and 
four-times-a-day delivery to cus-
tc.T.en on campus. In addition, 
this departmc-.it handles nearly 
2.000 major printing jobs during a 
year, which vary in complexity 
from simple brochures io books 
and catalogs. 
A departmental survey of 
Printing Services job costs, com-
pared to quotes by commercial 
sources on the same jobs, showed 
the Printing Services output tc be 
positively cost-effective to the 
University. Related costs and 
chargeable overhead are met by 
the Printing Services department 
while it provides services at 
prices much lower than compet-
ing commercial sources. We in-
vite anyone with questions about 
printing processes, costs, and 
services available io the Univer-
sity to come to us (033 Millett 
Hail, phone 2117) before drawing 
any conclusions based on insuffic-
ient information. 
Paul W. Gremebach 
Assistant Director of 
University Publications and 
Manager, Printing Services 
WSU Rowdie 
cheers Raiders 
To the Editor: 
I would like to take this 
opportunity on behalf of myself 
and the rest of the Raider 
Rowdies to express our thanks to 
Coach Underhill. Coach Brown, 
Coach Grote and the entire 
Wright State Raiders Basketball 
team for the suspenseful. exciting 
season which is now history. A 
special thanks also goes to Mr. 
Don Mohr whose help and coop-
eration made everything possible. 
It was a great season, which 
will be a stepping stone to ijven 
greater seasons, and apeakirig for^ 
the Rowdies, we are looking 
forward to being part of it. 
We pledge our continued sup-
port to Wright State athletics and 
look expeciaily forward to the 
opening tipoff of the 1979-80 
season when once again the air 
will be filled with the sound of 
RaidersI Raiders! Raidcsl 
Jim Whitton 
WSU Raider Rowdies 
6 DAILY GUAIMAN MM. 8, lfW 
Thousands Of 
DoHars Found In 
Trash On Campus. 
Check around your campus community. You, too, 
may be able to collect an educational award of up to a 
thousand dollars if you Pitch In! Groups from campuses 
all over the country were awarded $8,750 last year by 
participating in Pitch In! Week. 
This year, Budweiser and ABC Radio Network will 
again reward participating colleges, universities and 
approved campus organizations who participate in Pitch 
In! Week. Five groups will win $1,000 in first place 
educational awards, five second place groups will win 
$500, and five third place groups will win $250. 
For entry rules and the Pitch In! Week program kit, 
simply send in the attached coupon. 
1979 National College Pitch In! Week Of 





CITY .. STATE 
ORGANIZATION ON CAMPUS 
Mail to: College Pitch In! Week Desk, c /o ABC Radio Network 
1330 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10019 
Competition void where prohibited by law 
- i 
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Don't call senior students senior citizens 
By LAURIE DENGER 
Guardian Special Writer 
Upon meeting Dee Lauterbach. 
one wondrrs if her middle name 
is enthusiasm. 
Dee Lauterbach is a member of 
the Senior Students Group This 
group is composed of students 
over the age of 60 who arc taking 
classes «t Wright State. The 
classes ar.' offered without tharge 
and parking is also free. 
DO NOT MAKE the mistake of 
referring to the Senior Students 
as Senior Citizens. As Dee Lauter-
bach puts it, " i t ' s so insulting." 
The Senior Students arc taking 
classes in everything from ar-
cheology to Spanish. This quarter 
there are about 51 Senior Stu-
dents on campus. 
Dee Lauterbach is one of this 
group. She is combining classes 
with a career in commercials. Her 
conversation bubbles with words 
like "exciting" and "amazing." 
She is one enthusiastic lady, es-
pecially about the program. 
"THE PROGRAM is still in the 
formative stage," she acknow-
ledges. "1 don'i vnow that Wright 
State really knows what they want 
to do with the program. We have 
hopes of gctt.ng these people 
together so they get to know each 
other." 
Surprisingly, Eiee Lauterbach 
admits to knowing many younger 
students, but not many of the 
people her age. An-1 if anyone is 
worried about the young student 
of today, rest easy. "They are a 
supreme delight," she says. 
"They arc very cooperative. And 
they don't treat me as an older 
person. They treat me as an 
equal, which is very important. 
She was attracted to the pro-
gram because she wanted to 
avoid becoming dull. "School is 
really mental gymnastics." she 
confesses. The hardest thing 
about school for her is taking an 
exam. She hadn't taken one for 45 
years. 
THE FUTURE OF the Senior 
Students Group looks bright if it 
attracts more people like Dec 
Lauterbach. She is excited about 
the program, but feels there 
should be more publicity. More 
people would be a part of the pro-
gram if they just knew about it. 
Dee Lauterbach may be clas-
sified as a senior student becausc 
of her age. but she is very much a 
freshman in her enthusiasm and 
hopes for the Senior Students 
Program. 
Campus Ministry offers students a place to go 
By MICHAEL R. TUTTEROW 
Guardlui Special Writer 
If you wanted to know how to 
incorporate personal faith and 
knowledge, where could you go? 
If you wanted to relax with some 
friends in a quiet atmosphere and 
share together, where could you 
go? If you wanted an alternative 
to the ARA food, where could you 
go? The Wright State Campus 
ministry has the place for you-a 
small A-frame building located in 
the wooded area near Allyn Hall 
parking lot. 
The building is often referred 
to as the Newman Center, named 
for a Catholic priest who dedi-
cated his life to studying the 
impact of faith in higher educa-
tion. WSU, however, prefers the 
name Campus Ministry because it 
is an ecumenical approach to 
ministry on the college campus. 
Rev. Becky Fisher represents 
nine Protestant denominations, 
and Fr. Ray Leurck and Br. Gian 
(pronounced John) Bonutti repre-
sent the Catholic Church. The 
members of the Campus Ministry 
staff approach their work as a 
team rather than competing 
against one another, with respon-
sibility shared so there is no one 
"director." 
STAFF MEMBERS view their 
Committee tables food price increase 
By MIKE HOSIER 
Guardian New* Editor 
With a quorum present, the 
Food Service Committee voted to 
open a portion of their regularly 
scheduled meeting to discuss a 
recent request by ARA to in-
crease the price of some foods, 
yesterday. 
The committee decided to 
shelve the issue until Tuesday, 
March 10 in 155 C University 
Center at 2 p.m. when they will 
be holding their next regularly 
scheduled meeting. This decision 
was made to a/low ARA to gather 
more factual evidrnce for their 
presentation. 
"I THINK it's terrible timing," 
said Jane Lynch, student om-
budsman, referring to the fact 
that the Committee is presently 
reviewing bids to determine 
whether ARA wili continue pro-
viding food service to WSU or 
another organization will be 
handed the reins. 
According to J.J. Rodriguez, 
manager of the University Center 
Cafeteria and the representative 
for ARA at the meeting, ARA is 
"looking at the overall picture." 
ARA is not seeking "ptice relief" 
just for the next few months, ir. 
case they are not given a contract, 
nor is ARA trying to "gouee" 









"cannot cut (spending) any more, 
it's a matter of basic accounting. 
We're not looking at tremendous 
profits." 
Rodriguez added that ARA is 
not treating the problem with a 
wait and see attitude about 
continuing to serve Wright State, 
but ARA "needs price relief." 
LYNCH BROUGHT up the 
issue that ARA's request "has no 
facts or data." 
Rodriguez offered to provide 
the committee with whatever he 
could, including records of ARA's 
profits and comparisons of ARA 
prices with those of fast food 
chains ?uch as McDonald's Wen-
dy's. and Atby's. 
The comparison of prices pro-
vided by Rodriguez will include 
the raise in cost of selected items 
from ARA's original purchases in 
September to present prices. 
"IT'S NICE TO operate on 
trust," remarked committee 
member Lorna Dawes. But she 
added this is a business proposi-
tion. 
The issue of the "temporary" 
increase in the price of salad" vas 
then raised but was also shelved 
until the next meeting. However, 
Rodriguez did say that prices had 
gone down slightly-from about 
S18.50 per case of head lettuce 
• hen a price increase in salads 
went through, to about S17.50 
today. 
Richard Tober, a Wright State 
student who sat in on the open 
portion of the meeting, noted that 
if the cost of food to students were 
to go up. he would like to see the 
quality increase as well. 
AMONG THE FOOD and drink 
items ARA would like to increase 
the cost of arc: sit sizes of milk 
and carbonated beverages, by 
five cents; hamburgers, by five 
cents: chili, by 10 cents; u pitcher 
of brer from the Rai, by 20 cents: 
liquor in the Faculty Lounge, by 
10 cects; and premium beer, by 
10 cents. 
Rodrigucs stressed at the 
meeting that ARA would see no 
increase in profit if tlif price 
increases are approved. 
It was then suggested that Arlo 
Ragan, chief fiscal officer of the 
University, submit a statement to 
the Committee stating his opinion 
as to what effect the price 
increases would have on ARA's 
profit and loss structure. 
ELIZABETH DIXON, director 
of the University Center and 
chairperson of the Food Service 
Committee, concluded, "We 
have to justify to students (an 
increase in food prices)" and "we 
need more background to act 
intelligently and fairly." 
ministry as two-fold. First, it is a 
ministry of presence - a place 
which is open to students. It is by 
invitation rather than coercion. 
Secondly, it is a ministry of 
outreach, a sharing of faith with 
the students of WSU. -- a get to 
know and be known approach. 
The center offers a variety of 
services for students, including 
two worship services: Sunday at 
11 a.m. and Thursday at 12:15 
p.m. Every Tuesday from 11:30 
a.m. • 1:30 p.m., the center 
sponsors an alternative lunch. 
The meal consists of a variety of 
vegetarian delights, as well as a 
warm atmosphere in which food 
and friendship can be enjoyed. 
On Fridays at 10 a.m. and 12 
p.m., the center sponsors a film-
fest. Subjects deal with areas of 
personal growth and under-
standing. and the topics range 
from death and dying to friend-
ships and relationships. 
The Campus Ministry exists for 
all students in an effort to help 
students go from where they are 
to where they want to be. 
Interested students can contact 
either Bre. Gian at -426-1836 or 
stop by the A-framc building 
located at the back of the Allyn 
Hall parking lot. 
Recycle this Guardian 






GIVES YOU MORE OF • 
WHAT YOU GO OUT FOR! Q 
The area's most spectacular lighted 
dance floor, fantastic sound, 
(^electronic games, a huge circular b a r . Q 
and much more. ~ 
Rudy's Body Shop 
o 
o 
808 South Central Ave 
Fairborn, Ohio 
Phone 879-0991 
Expert Repair-Foreign and domestic cars 
Work Guaranteed One Year 
- THIJRS " 
WDJX NIGHT 
- FRI -
PARTY N I G H T 
DRINK AND DROWN 
AND ONE LOW P R I C E 
MAKES YOUR NIGHT! 
OPEN AT 8 P.M. EVERY NIGHT EXCEPT MS 
F R E E LIGHTED PARKIN 
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NEWS SHORTS 
TODAY 
Oral Defense Thesis 
Douglas Clyde Griffith will be 
giving his oral defense for his 
thesis entitled "Intellectual 
Recovery Following Closed 
Head Injury" 
Date: March 8. 1979 
Time 9:00 a.m. 
Room: 322 Millett Conference 
Room. 
Pat Calico will be giving her 
oral defense for the thesis 
entitled "Values, Sexual Guilt 
anil Attitudes Toward Mastur-
bation ot Orgasmic and Non-
orgasmic Women." 
Date March 8.1979 
Time. It.-00 a.m. 
Room: 322 Millett Conference 
Room. 
Nursing Students Elected 
Three Wright State University 
School of Nursing students 
••ere elected to offices of the 
ludent Nurses' Association of 
Ohio at a convention in Colum-
bus March 1-4. Elected were 
Audrey Bakanauskas, junior, 
second vice president; Candy 
Vest sophomore, secretary; 
and Kathleen Joyce-Croft, 
junior, newsletter editor. 
The local chapter of the Stu-
dent Nurses' Association at 
Wright State University also 
received a certificate from the 
slate association for gaining 
the largest increase in mem-
bership during the past year. 
Other Wright State University 
delegates attending the con-
vention were Chris Gentile, 
Susie Batchelor. and alternate. 
Susan Fecke. Additional stu-
dents attending from the 
School of Nursing were Liz 
Shaub. Patricia McDaniel, 
.1canine Parmerter, and Lynne 
Collett. 
Towing Fee Increase 
Effective immediately, the 
towing service fee will be 
increased from the previous 
$15.00 to J20.00 per call. This 
will apply to all cars, including 
those impounded for outstand-
ing citations. 
This increase is due tc high 
costs of liability, fuel and 
manpower. 
Graduate Aulatanuhipn 
Applications are now being 
accepted for Graduate Assist-
ants in the College of Educa-
tion for the 1979-80 academic 
year. Pick up applications in 
the School of Graduate Studies 
in 106 Oelman Hal! or the 
Graduate Studies office in 320 
Millett Hall. Deadline for com-
pleting these applications is 
March 30. 
ApplkaUona Available 
Applications for student teach-
ing, library practice, special cd 
practicum, reWiD practicun, 
and school nurse pricticum 
are available March 26 
though April 6. 1979 in 225 
Millett. 
COMING UP 
j Auditions For TV Play 
| Auditions for a play tha'. will 
t be filmed for television will be 
t held March 10 and 11 from 4-9 
J p.m at Temple Israel on 
Salem Avenue. 
The name of the play is "1 
Want To Write A Jewish 
Poem." Something will be 
prepared for the people who 
are auditioning to read. Roles 
are open to all ages. There will 
be 8 roles open for both males 
and females. 
Student Teachers-Fall Quarter 
Applications for student teach 
ing. library practice, special cd 
practicum, rehab practicum. 
and school nurse practicum 
arc available March 26 
through April 6. 1979 in 225 
Millett. 
Groundbreaking Ceremonle 
The School of Medicine will be 
holding groundbreaking cere-
monies on Friday, March 30, 
at 3:00 p.m. to mark the 
construction phase of Medical 
Sciences Phase In case of 
inclement weather, indoor ar-
rangements have been made. 
1 WSU Chamber Singer* 
J The Wright State University 
j Chamber Singers, under the 
I direction of Dr. William C. 
r Fenton. will share in an even-
; ing of Chamber music with ihe 
| Departmental Baroque En-
1 setnble. directed by Dr. Julane 
Rodgers. 
The program is scheduled 
for 8:00 p.m.. Sunday, March 
II, 1979, in the Concert hall of 
the Creative Arts Center, and 
is open ro the public without 
charge. 
Theatre Vjerkiboi; 
Illumination Theatre wiv1 holC 
a workshop in interpretive or 
readers theatre in conjunction 
with their production of The 
Phantom Tollbooth on March 
17 at 2:00 p.m. at the Dayton 
Playhouse, 1728 East Third 
Street. This project is sup-
ported in part by a grant from 
the Ohio Aris Council. The 
workshop is free and open to 
the public. To register, call the 
Dayton Playhouse, 222-7000. 
Showcase (or siodent ul*r>! 
The Office of Student Develop-
ment and the Office of Univer-
sity and Student Programming 
will be hclding auditions for 
their Much Ado Revue Presen-
tation March 27-28-29 from 
5-8:00 p.m. Any Wright State 
student or group of students is 
eligible to enter as an Indepen-
dent or bo sponsored by a 
registered student organiza-
tion. Entry blanks are avail-
able from Student Develop-
ment. Activities office, or from 
pesters around campus. Entry 
blanks are due in Student 
Development office by March 
23, 1979. For further informa-
tion contact Jo Fxvin 2711 or 
Tom Cterk. 2329 
ReakicPt/apartment Assistant 
Applications 
Applications for 1979-80 resi-
dent assistant and Rpartment 
assistant positions in WSU 
housing units are now avail-
able in the Hamilton Hall 
Jfficr, room 102, the Universi-
ty Center Office, room 103, 
and the Student Development 
Office, 122 Allyn Hall. 
Applicants are required to 
be full time WSU students who 
have completed at least 36 
quarter hours by the end of the 
1979 winter quarter and have a 
2.5 or higher cumulative grade 
point average. Living ex-
perience in a college/universi-
ty student residence unit is 
highly desirable 
Deadline for submitting ap-
plications and three reference 
recommendations to the Hamil-
ton Hall Office is 5:00 p.m. 
Tuesday, March 30. 1979. 
Volunteers Needed 
Without you. the lifeline could 
be cut. Someone may need you 
to listen. Are you willing to be 
a part of the Suicide Preven-
tion Center Lifeline? Recruit-
ment of volunteers for the 
spring training is beginning 
now. Volunteers arc essential 
to listen when people reach out 
in need. Being a volunteer can 
be an experience to enrich 
your understanding of yourself 
and others. 
A new volunteer training ses-
sion will be starting March 31, 
1979. It is an intensive pro-
gram that will be beneficial to 
you personally as well as 
others in your life. If you arc 
willing to be pan of "hfe 
Lifeline, please call Suicide 
Prc-'tntion Center, Phone; 
225-3093 or write to Box 67, 
Dayton, Ohio 45406. 
Much Aoo Rene* 
The MUCH ADO REVUE is a 
showcase for WSU student 
talent. Entry blanks are avail-
able from the Student Devel-
opment cPice, 122 Allyn, and 
the Activities Office, 020 Uni-
versity Center. Entry blanks 
are due by Friday. March 
23,1979. Auditions will be the 
T uesoay-Wednesday-
Thursday of the first week of 
Spring Quarter. 
Tenant/Landlord Workshop 
The Student Ombudsman's 
Office is sponsoring a work-
shop on the subject of off 
campus living. The topics cov-
ered will range from leasing 
agreements and crime preven-
tion to dietary plans and 
consumer information. The 
workshop u designed to create 
a better awareness and under-
standing among those stu-
dents living off campus. The 
workshop is open to the public 
and is presented at no charge. 
For more information, contact 
the Ombudsman's Office, 192 
Allyn Hall. ext. 2242. 
Antiquities Day Schedule 
Commons of the Creative Arts 
Center-9:30 a.m.-Informal Re-
ception, coffee and doughnuts. 
Festival Playhouse-10:00a.m.-
Formal Reception: Greeting by 
William 3. King, Chairman. 
Department of Classics. 
Festival Playhouse - 10:15 
a.m. - "Greek Tragedy and its 
Place in the Ancient World," 
Cynthis King, Department of 
Classics. 
Festival Playhouse-10:30 a.m. 
"Acting Styles for Greek 
Drama." A lecture and De-
monstration by Robert Britton. 
Department of Theatre Arts, 




Recital Hall-1. "Hercules in 
Renaissance Art," a slide 
presentation by Martha Dunk-
clman, Departmenl of Art. 
| Festival Playhouse-Il. "A New 
1 Introductory Course in Clas-
1 sics," Janice i. Gabbert. Dc-
5 partmcnt of Classics. 
| 12:00 Noon Lunch and 
( Campus Tours, 
i 1 30 p.m. Workshops 
r Session II 
f 119 Oelman Hall-I. Pompeii, a 
I slide presentation by William 
| J. King. Department of Clas-
J sics. 
J 103 Oclman Hall-Il. " High 
i School Courses in Derivatives 
j and Terminology," James 
| Hempcl, Vandalia-Butlcr High 
School. (This workshop is de-
signed for high school teach-
ers.) 
? 119 Oelman Hall-2:!5 p.m.-I. 
) "The Relevance of Greek 
i Mythology." a slide presenta-
! Hon by Joseph Moriarty, De-
! partmcnt of Classics, 
j 102 Oelman Hall-lI. "Argolis: 
j A Study of Place and Time in 
r Southern Greece," a video-
r tape presentation by Martin 
: Arbagi. Department of His-
) lory. 
5 112 Oelman Hall-2:00 p.m. 
j -Film: "The Greek Temple", 
j 112 Oclman Hall-4:C0 p.m.-
i Farewell. 
(alt born Playhouse 
l The Fairbom Playhouse. 23 
i East Main Street. Fairborn 
5 will present Mercditj Will-
son's "The Music Man", on 
\ March 16, 17. 23. 24. and 30. 
^ 31. Box office opens at 8:00 
p.m., curtain time is 8:30 p.m. 
Ticket prices are $3.00 for 
adults, and $2.00 for students 
under 19 years and Sr. Citi-
zens. Call 878-1651 for reser-
vations. 
We would also like to inform 
you of our choice of "A Shot in 
the Dark" for our last show of 
the season. Auditions for this 
show will be March 19th and 
20th at 7:00 p.m., at the 
Fairborn Playhouse. Produc-
tion dates for "A Shot in the 
Dark" will be Mar 4, 5, l l r !2, 
and 18. 19. 
WSU Theatre Department 
The WSU Theatre Department 
needs Bodies. Doll bodies, 
1 heads, arms, legs, whole or in 
J parts are needed to use as part 
5 of the set for School for 
t Scandal, their next production. 
r Bring them to the Prop Shop 
j SB002 C.A. or Theatre office 
{ in the Creative Arts Building. 
Ombudsman's Office 
The Ombudsman's Office 
provides many different serv-
ices to the students, faculty 
and administration. As an 
information source, the office 
offers a trained staff who will 
try to assist you with any 
questions you may have about 
university services or proced-
ures. 
The office also offers many 
different information sources. 
For example, we have hand-
books on: 
-Tenants Anyone? 
-Handbook for Victims of Scr.-
ual Assault 
-Small Claims is a People's 
Court 
-Keeping Records: What io 
Discard 
J -Notary Public service 
: and many others for your 
1 reference. 
1 For further information. 
$ contact the Ombudsman's Of-
( fice. Allvn Hall. 
i 
i Sister Calllsta Roy To Speak 
j The Wright State University 
j School of Nursing and ihe 
j School of Nursing Organiza-
j tion of Students' honor Soci-
; etv. Sigma Alpha Theta, are 
co-prcsenting their 1979 Dis-
tinguished Lecturer. Sister 
Callista Roy. R.M.. Ph.D., 
Thursday. April 19, 1979 at 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m. in 109 Oelman 
Hall. Her topic will be "The 
Roy Adaptation Model or 
Nursing and Its Application to 
Practice " 
Sister Callista Roy is Chair-
person. Department of Nurs-
ing. Mount St. Mary's Col-
lege. Los Angeles. She is on 
the editorial board of Nurse 
Educator Journal and is a 
manuscript reviewer for Pren-
tice-Hall and Research in Nur-
sing and Health. Her publica-
tions include Conceptual 
Models for Nursing Practice 
(Second Edition) Appleton-
Centurv Crofts and Theory 
Construction in Nursing and 
An Adapiation Model. Pren-
tice-Hall. 
The program is open to the 
public at no charge. For infor-
mation. call the School of 
Nursing 873-3 1 3 1. 
Dr. Peggy Chlnn To Lecture 
The third presentation of the 
Wright State University School 
of Nursing's Free Lecture 
Series will be held Saturday, 
April 21. 1979, 10-12 noon in 
109 Oelman Hall on the main 
campus. 
Dr. Peggy L. Chinn, Professor, 
Wright State University School 
of Nursing, will examine fee 
changes and traits of parent-
hood for the health of saciety 
and the nurse's roles and 
responsibilities in relation to 
future parenthood. Dr. Chinn 
has written extensively in the 
area of child nursing. Among 
her publications is the book 
Child Health Maintenance: 
Concepts for Family Centered 
Care, AJN Book of the Year, 
1974. The second edition will 
be published in the spring of 
1979. 
The program is open to the 
public. There is no charge for 
the lecture. For additional 
information, call the School of 
Nursing 873-3131. 
7 
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Punk Christmas "ain't just a Christmas record" 
By R.L. METCALF 
Guardian M n k Wrtirr 
"I'm returning this record-It's 
got red and gnen'specks all over 
i t ! " 
Those aren't specks, it's the 
special Christmas colored vinyl 
edition of the Ravers' IT'S GON-
NA BE A PUNK ROCK CHRIST-
MAS Ip on Rhino Records! It's 
two--two--two great singles in 
one! 
••HUH?" 
Side one features two Christ-
mas songs by Daddy Maxfield. 
temporarily renamed The Ravers. 
The title song is an original 
composition by Graham Daddy. 
Louie Maxfield and producer 
Harold Bronson; the title is 
self-explanatory. Also featured is 
a rather irreverent rave-up punk 
version of Silent Night. 
The other side is performed by 
the other incarnation of The 
Ravers, usually known as Atom. 
This side features the cross 
between the melodic, commercial 
elements of classic rock and the 
f 
j announcements 
j Believers in Jesus Christ 
: Meetings 
iThe Believers in Jesus Christ 
Swill hold the following meet-
ings every week. 
teiblc Study-Wednesday 1:00 
ip.m. in 273 Millett. 
j Prayer and Fellowship-Wed-
nesday 7:30 p.m. at 2176 
Beaver Valley Road. Fairborn 
(879-2580). 
Evangelistic Training-Friday 
7 00 p.m. at 2176 Beaver 
Valley Road (879-2580). 
Bible Study and Fellowship-
Saturday 7:30 p.m. at 041 
University Center. 
Bible Teaching-Sunday 11:15 
a.m. at 2176 Beaver Valley 
Road, Fairborn (879-2580). 
Fellowship Meal-Sunday 12:45 




Larry Kinneer has been 
appointed Director of Univer-
sity Communications at 
Wright State University, effec-
tive immediately. 
Kinneer, a former reporter 
for the Dayton Daily News 
raw excitement of punk that is 
v>metimes termed "power pop." 
Tfte Ravers cover the Honey-
v. nbs' Have I the Right |Come 
Right Back], combining a gre.c 
pop hook with a blitzkrieg rhy 
thm, creating an irresistable cl»i-
sic of their own. 
RICH KIDS IS one o'. Harold 
rr 'S GONNA BE A PUNK 
ROCK CHRISTMAS ain't just a 
Christmas recoid. it's an innova-
tive new wave record, and one .if 
the best Rhino has produced 
despite its limited budget 
HOMEMADE MUSIC. Gibson 
aiid Camp (Mountain Railroad 
and originals by Gibson, some 
co-written by Silverstein. There's 
a wide range of subject matter, 
from cowboys in the traditional 
folk song dogies to the "hill-
billies, hookers an,1 nuns" of 
Dead on the Run. 
One of the best songs on the 
CUP il*' 
^V ANYONE FOR ENTERTAINMENT? 
lifi 
Bronson and Mark Leviton's 
spitefully funny compositions 
(and if I didn't know better, I'd 
swear they knew the "elite 
clique" from my high school). 
Bronson's liner notes describe the 
song as "the first putik record to 
utilize strings"-the hard-edge ar-
rangement works quite well with 
the song, making a good case for 
the compatibility of strings and 
new wave music. 
Reco.ds). This album by Bob 
Gibson and Hamid Hamilton 
Camp (whose face, to paraphrase 
an old cliche, you'd recognize in a 
minute-- he's a well known char 
acter actor who appears on many-
situation comedies) is a pleasing 
folk album featuring homey, at 
times soaring harmonies. 
THE LP INCLUDES cover ver-
sions of songs by the likes of Shel 
Silverstein and Steve Goodman. 
album in Siverstein's Jimmie 
Rogers, a humorous, yet affec-
tionate remininscence of boyhood 
heroes. Lines such as "Hell, no. 
Coach Lomhardi/This broken 
back ain't nothin'/If the game is 
saved" arc offset by declarations 
of the young narrator to Gary 
Cooper that "Come high noon I'll 
work with you." Like by father's 
response to a typical 1940's Bette 
Davis soap opera film - "Humpf! 
Barbara Stanwyck would never 
have acted that wayl " h a funny 
yet touching, a reminder of a time 
when there were heroes and 
heroines. 
Another Silverstein song. Sing 
for the Song, traces the career of 
a performer who has sold himself 
for a false vision of glamour. 
GOODMAN'S LOOKIN' FOR 
Trouble, a more bluesy song, is 
also one of the outstanding cuts, 
and is another example of Gibson 
and Camp's fascination for cor-
ruption. 
Producer Dick Rosmini should 
be listed on the Ip in as large a 
print as Gibson and Camp; he 
contributes nearly all instrumen-
tation. His style complements the 
singers quite well. 
Homemade music is an excel-
lent album, combining beauty of 
execution with fascinating themes 
not often thought of in connection 
with foik. And like the name of 
the Ip implies, it is fashioned with 
love and care. 
where he covered education, 
including the implementation 
of the Dayton school desegre-
gation plan, is a graduate of 
Ohio University and a native of 
Glouster, Ohio. 
Prior to his employment 
with the Dayton Daily News he 
was employed by the NCR 
Corporation in the Internation-
al Advertising Department. 
He also worked for a time for 
the Findlay (Ohio) Republican 
Courier. 
The Office of University 
Communications was formerly 
called News and Information 
Services. The office name 
change is effective immediate-
ly also. 
Registrar's he* Phone 
Arrangement 
The Registrar's Office has a 
new telephone arrangement. 
Now you can reach any cjesk in 
the office by dialing 2451. If 
that line is busy your call will 
automatically be relayed to the 
next line which Is not in use. 
An operator will answer the 
cull and refer it to the person 
to- an answer. 
We believe we will be able to 
give you better scrvice with 
our new arrangement. 
on his/her food bills. For 
further details please call Ray 
Lcard at 293-9357. 
Book Exchange 
CHAT, a Com. 141 group, is 
establishing a student book 
exchange (SBX). in coopera-
tion with the University Li-
brary. This exchange service 
will be free to students and 
will be based on the honor 
) system. Students will be able 
' to exchange or borrow their 
! paperback books. 
i Books are needed to initiate 
this service. CHAT, is asking 
that faculty, students, and 
j staff donate paperbacks, 
j Bocks can be dropped in the 
I designated boxes located out-
j side Allen Lounge, The Crock 
Pot. and the Bookstore. 
I Announcement Of Treasurer 
' Position 
I Attention accounting and fi-
J nance majors-the WSU Food 
^ Co-op is in need of a person 
j who could like to become a 
j member and assist in the 
r financial operations of the 
j organization. This is a great 
j opportunity for someone to 
l gain valuable business exper-
J ience as well as saving bucks 
^ > * K y m o a e o m t a n c -sic. m m >*•.- -x< ymomt -a*: ^ 
I A NOSE FOR NEWS « 
i 
And an eye for art j 
UP TO 
s100 PER MONTH FOR PLASMA DONATIONS 
$200 FOR SPECIAL ANTIBODIES 
$ 5 . 0 0 tor first tinw donors with this ad 
©plasmaalliance 224-1973 
Blood Alliance, Inc. 
165 Helena St. Dayton. Oh. 45404 
The Daily Guardian is actively seeking qualified 
students to fill the following paid positions: 
NOWS Editor; Must have newspaper experience. Will 
supervise reporters and follow news leads. Please bring 
published samples of your work. 
Photographers; Must have camera and portfolio. 
All film and chemicals supplied by Guardian. Paid by 
assignment. 
| Please inquire in person at: 
The Guardian Office, 046 U.C. L HBc-vaec SMEOOK MKK M B O 




) DO you need a dependable car 
; thai gels good gas mileage? 
( Check out Ihe 1978 Chevrolet 
( Malibus at NATIONAL CAR 
t RENTAL. 12,000 mile war-
f ranty on all cars, many colors 
^ t o choose from. 890-0100 
BSR 226 BX turntable with 
anti-skate adjust. $30. Call 
Ismail at 426-1374 after 7:00 
p.m. Tuesday or Thursday, 3-7 
"I Pinto for sale, fair condi-
•n. Will throw in two new 
Ided snow lires. $300 or 
i offer. 293-9704. 3-7 
i. JSCOPE-Ophthalmoscope-
(Welch Allvn diagnostic set 
*94500). Includes instructions, 
carrying ease. 5 Specula $200 
value. Will sell for $80 or best 
offer. 293-9704. 3-7 
DEXTER hiking boots for sale. 
Men's size h'/i (will fit wo-
men"'. si*t 8). Excellent condi-
tion $24. Sec their, in 342 
Oeluian or call 878-4472. 3-7 
197(1 Opel Kadett-Excellent 
stereo-Good transportation, 
lots of fun $300 Call 878-4472 
before 10 a.m.. after 9 p.m. 
3-7 
help wanted 
are wanted! We want 
its to rent cars fron. 
rial Car Renlal. Your 
-.1 is a special low week-
rate. Call Carol at 878-
• - 'I 
MARKETING or management 
major desiring job in sales. 
Position also requires secre-
tarial duties as, filing, typing, 
eic. Please call between 6 p.m. 
and 10 p.m. March 7 or 8 to set 
up an interview. Great oppor-
tunity for the right person. 
878-1514 3-7 
NEED typists (Class II) for 
Sociology and Anthropology 
department, $2.40 hour. Must 
be qualified for work-study. 
Contact Lottie Carroll, E4I4 
Millctt. Ext. 2666. 3-7 
BAND seeks lead singer and 
keyboard player call 434-4103 
or 233-1587. 3-2 
PERSON driving to Hartford, 
Ct. seeks assistant driver 
(standard). Leaving tentatively 
on March 15th. Reply to: Box 
511 Allyn or 209A Hamilton 
hall. 3-2 
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer-
year round. Europe, S. Ameri-
ca, Australia. Asia. Etc. All 
fields, $500-51.200 monthly 
Expenses paid. Sightseeing. 
Free info-write: UC, ox 
4490-32. Berkeley. California 
94704. X-2-28-4 
for rent 
LOOKING for something to 
rent to drive to Ha. tor spring 
break. Call National Car Rent-
al a -5-S78-1911 and ask about 
our low weekly rates. 
329 Grafton, .Historic area. 3 
large, sunny rooms, redecor-
ated, appliances, utilities. 
$135 plus deposit. Also studio 
apartments available. 845-
9166 after 6 p.m. 3-7 
ROOMMATE wanted, mal or 
female. To '.hare large furn-
ished house with 3 other 
students. Private bedroom, 
poo! table, washer and dryer. 
20 minutes fiuni WSU in 
Dayton between Main and 
Sale. $90 month includes utili-
ties. Call Tom, Wsu Ext. 2743, 
054 B.S. bldg. or 278-7601. 3-7 
MATURE, fairly quiet, fairly 
neat female roommate wanted 
to share Bonnie Villa apart-
ment starting during spring 
break or the first week of 
April Walking distance to 
WSU. One-half rent and utili-
ties. Call 429-0067. 2-28 
ROOMMATE wanted: House 
in Fairborn 10 minutes from 
WSU. own bedroom. Rent $58 
plus one-third utilities. Call 
879-2294 evenings. 2-28 
lost & found 
FOUND! A solution to your 
traveling needs. Aj National 
Car we rent ears as low as 
$18,50 per day with unlimited 
mileage. Phone 878-1911. Car-
ol has the solution. 
FOUND - Men s turquoise and 
opal ring - on 2nd floor library 
men's room on Friday Febru-
ary 16th Call 299-8061 after 
3:00. ask for Bill. 2-28 
l '\ST: One banner. Colors of 
blu-.- and gold, greek letters of 
Pi Kappa Phi. Also gold star 
and one student's lamp. Re-
ward offered if returned by the 
correct person. Any informa-
tion leading to the recovery of 
our banner please place in 
mailbox E704. 3-7 
miscellaneous 
LACKING a set of wheels to 
get to that important meeting 
or job interview. National Car 
Rental doesn't want you to 
lose out on such an opportun-
ity. Dial 878-1911 and good 
CAN Jesus Christ cume into 
you life? Find out! Write your 
WSU box number and "4 
Spiritual Laws" on a slip of 
paper and place in box El 72. I 
will give you a booklet contain-
ing Ihe answer. 3-2 
WHO can help you untangle 
your university problems? The 
Ombudsman can! Stop by our 
office in 192 Allyn Hall. 3-2 
WHEELCHAIR Sports Club 
meeting, March 8th, 4:00 
p.m.. Rm. 009PE. Everyone 
can join!! Dues are S5.00 a; 
year, plus a FREE club T-
Shirt! Leave a message in 
Allyn Mailbox II683 or call 
"Doc" after 7 p.m. at 878-
2773. 3-2 
PcnUcostai Roots. Free study 
guide and bibliography, Lyn-
don Drew, 1316 S. Topeka, 
Wichita, Kansas 67211 x-1-3-7 
personals 
DiD you know you don't 
have to have a credit card to 
rem from National Car Rental, 
i We still take cash. Phone 
^ Carol at 878 1911. 
TO ihe dastardly fiends who 
stole the Pi Kapp banner. 
Beware we w ill stop at nothing 
to get it back. We will tie yon 
up and force you to listen to 
Pat Boone records, we will 
pour potato salad on your 
grandmother, we will forward 
all the parking monitors hate 
mail to you. we will make you 
drink ihe exotic coffee al UCB 
Coffeehouse. Men of Pi Kappa 
Phi. 3-7 
HEY Buddy! I love your body 
it's better than Lou the Hulk's. 
You're my number 1! 1 hope 
you didn't mind Thursday 
night. I didn't. Be good, as 
always. You'll make it. Tell 
Joe hello. Love. Your Buddy 
Woody. 3-7 
TAMMY: H.?y }->u clown-
thanks lor making my days 
happy again! You're the best 
friend in the world! Love. 
Beth. 3-7 
MARY: Thanks for ail your 
help. You pulled me through 
some bad limes. You're the 
best "big sis" in the world! 
Love, your little Beth. 3-7 
HI Tom Cock! Remember 
me? I was in your Biology class 
in high school! I'm sorry your 
heart pin didn't work-maybe 
some other time! Your Secret 
Admirer. TC. 3-7 
LflTLE J! Don't be too hard 
on me during my hel! night 
I've been a good little. (And 
you've been a great big!) 
Thanks for all the help, expec-
ially in measuring ihe Bio 
Building! Hell's a eomin'!!! 
Love, Big J. 3-7 
BRUCE, You devil you. are 
you ready? The attic is clean. 
M and B. 3-7 
JOANNA-I'm trying to be 
patient, but he isn't doing 
what I want him to. maybe I'll 
try close-up!!! 3-7 
LAURA Morgan. Congratula-
tions! You did a great job 
Sunday night. We're proud of 
you. Your loving DZ Sisters. 
3-7 
DEAREST J.R. Thanks for the 
invitation for Friday. But re-
member two's company-more 
than that's a crowd. Tee Hee. 
Your Pepsi Drinker. 3-7 
HAPPY birthday to you! 
Happy birthday to you! Happy 
22nd Birthday Trevor Shoe-
maker Happy Birthday H.L.! 
Love-B P. 3-7 
Kl The Koala Lover! 1 wish 
you rainbows and dogs and 
butterflies forever because 
you're such a good football 
player! A Savage Untamed 
She-Devil. 3-7 
EUGENE: lhanks for the little 
introduction you did for us. 
Linda and Fife, 3-7 
HEY Vince. next time learn 
how to speak Japanese before 
you Irv to speak. L and F. 3-7 
TO whoever likes to decorate 
my car-You arc not doing a 
very good job. And next time 
don't forget to sign your 
name! The Poodle. 3-7 
EUGE the Booge-It was fun 
dancing with you in the Ral. 
Let's do it again in the Dixie. 
O.K. The Poodle. 3-7 
J.W. Congratulations on your 
engagement! I always knew 
you wanted an M.R.S m o r 
than a 9.S. degree! Your 
loving sister, B.W 3-7 
DON, if you didn't w ade in the 
moat, fall asleep at ihe wheel, 
or ditch OZ's, vour feet would 
siay drier, your car would have 
tires, and you'd have more 
friends: the DZ Duo. 3-7 
GREG, Too bad you couldn't 
pull yourself away from the 
computer to go to Tim's with 
us. Ho.v about a raincheck? 
We think you have the biggest 
sexiest, blue eyes we've ever 
seen! The DZ Duo. 3-7 
POO Poo Bear. Hope your 
23rd birthday is the happiest 
ever and 1 love you. Your 
Munchkin. 3-7 
THANKS a lot to the person 
who hit my blue Volkswagen 
last week in K-lot. My door is 
dented and my new paint job 
messed up. I'm putting the 
K-lot curse on you and I hope a 
semi in heat hits your car! 3-7 
GARY S. and Tom KC. for 
anybody as talented as you two 
are, should be successful in 
anything you do. L&F 3-7 
BROTHER & Sis Than*! Just 
for always being there. P.b's. 
3-7 
TO Pooper Cooper: Walk 
much? You wouldn't know it 
by the way you walked down 
the stairs Sunday night. Your 
Heart. 3-7 
JEFF: We just wanted you to 
know that you have fans too, 
We like the way you play ball 
and we look forward to watch-
ing you next season. Go Raid-
ers in 80! The DZ Duo. 3-7 
• 
TO the Delta Zeta al Dixie. I 
drank you under the table last 
Thursday. Let's see if you can 
this week. Climbed up any 
chairs lately? Airborne all the 
way! Your zeta friend. Sun-
shine. 3-7 
1 would like to thank: Edgar H. 
Smith Jr. for the use of his 
truck; Mat! Curtis for his 
strong back: "Wild Bill" Cur-
tis tor rescuing us when Ed's 
truck broke down in the freez-
ing Sunday rain; Bob Rudy for 
ihe use of his truck and Johnny 
Walker Red for helping me 
forget it all. Thanks men. 
When in the Oreeon District 
the drinks are on me! Young 
Wmninger. J-7 
MY loveable J.R. I must thank 
you for the tour of you room. 
Short *>ut sweet! But I guess 
we had other things to sec! 
And I don't mean photo-
graphs!!Ha Ha. Your pepsi 
Popsi. 3-7 
•JULIE, Isn't one body enough 
for you? Hands off Steve and 
Jim! PPK and Little Sis. 3-7 
HEY Greeks! What great soro-
rity has kept the rock painted a 
beautiful blue and maroon for 
one month! Come on lazy 
Greeks! It hasn't 'oeen thai 
cold. Kappa's triumph again 
3-7 
HEY Phi Tau 1 thought my 
legs were bad but they don't 
compare to yours. Ostrich. 
Yes, tha. means you, Wookie. 
3-7 
OUR Darrel Richards. Keep 
your eyes on your fries, We'll 
keep an eye on everything 
else! Hope this doesn't blow 
your n-.ind. Sec ya on Sunday. 
Dee Zee Elites. 3-7 
TO the (a little four-letter word 
used extensively, expecially 
during finals week, on the 
WSU campus) banner thieves. 
We don't get mad, but we gel 
even. Men of Pi Kappa Phi, 
3-7 
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Many Raiders set personal records in 78-79 
By GRANGES? BUTLER 
G u r d l u Auociate Writer 
The Wright State men's bas-
ketball team compiled a remark-
able season this year, and as 
should be expected, each player 
had his own "special moment" or 
highlight. 
Only one Raider set a variety of 
school records this season, but 
many of the other players estab-
lished personal records and ac-
complishments of which they are 
proud. Nearly every player felt 
that hosting the Division II NCAA 
Regional Tournament was a great 
moment of his season. 
TOM HOLZAPFEl, a fresh 
man, didn't play in every game. 
The 6'S" Greenville graduate did, 
however, play quite well in -one I 
game. "1 was 10 for 10 in the 
Northeastern Illinois game. That 
was the most outstanding feature 
of my first season," stated Hol-
zapfel. 
5 ' U " Vince Shively, the only 
other fresnmen on the team, fcels 
he had at least one outstanding 
performance. "The first game 
against Wilberforce I scored 13 
points," Shively commented, 
"that was my best scoring effort 
Enthusiasm 
brings success 
of the year," 
"Beating Miami is something 
that has stood out in my mind as 
an important part of my season," 
stid sophomore guard-forward 
• "ff Bragg. "We played nine 
games and had an 8-1 record, and 
that was impressive to me, too. In 
ihe Northeastern Illinois game. I 
was seven for seven from the 
fieCd. That is my personal high-
light of the '73-'79 basketbs.ll 
year." 
FOKSWARD-cenfer, Joe Fitz-
patrict, who was plagued by 
numerous obstacles early in the 
year, played often toward the 





"Beside the game which coach 
Underhil'. put me in for 11 
minutes, playing in the tourna-
ment game was the other special 
moment of my season," said Fitz-
patrick. "1 gave 110 percent effort 
in the tournament game." 
"Fitz" slso mentioned. "The 
team unity and good times we had 
as a team were also big highlights 
of the year for me." 
The transfer student from Flor-
ida, James Pinkney, recalled a 
few momentous occasions. "The 
Miami game was my best. I 
rebounded; everything on de-
fense seemed to come together," 
Pinkney stated. "The real high-
light of my season occurred in the 
I.U.P.U.I, game when I scored 16 
points and got seven rebounds in 
15 minutes." 
DAN HUGUELY, one of thr 
four graduating seniors, thought 
the Akron game was his best. 
"Our centers got in foul trouble 
and Underhil! put me in. I scored 
eight points and was leading 
rebounder that game," said 
Huguely. "Also I only missed one 
free throw all season." 
Hearing what the players think 
about their best performance 
gives an insight into the player 
tha! the box score statistics can't 
reveal. 
Don Mohr. Wright State's ath-
letic director and managet of last 
week's NCAA Tournament, feels 
that one major reason for the 
success of this year's basketball 
team was the enthusiasm and 
participation of the WSU com-
munity. 
"1 can't say enough about the 
school's involvement in the tourn-
ament" Mohr said Tuesday. 
"The maintenance crew, the cus-
todians, food service, security, 
tele-communications and the aud-
io visual people should all be 
commended. Without their help 
we couldn't do i t ." 
But, added Mohr, most impor-
tant has been the students. "1 
think they figured heavily in two 
road victories; Northern Ken-
tucky and Bellarmine." 
ALSO TO BE commended is 
the Raider Booster Club, an 
organization devoted to helping 
the athletic programs at WSU. 
The Booster Club has contributed 
ticket takers and parking lot! 
attendants free of charge for 
athletic events. 
Anyone interested in joining | 
this organization may visit Bob ! 
O'Connell in the Budget Office or I 
call him at 873-2301. 
I April 14 




| May 12 
| May 19 
May 26 
OPPONENT PLACE TEAM TIME 
University of Dayton Home A&B 1:00 
Bowling Green Home A&B 1:00 
Findlay Home A 1:00 
Ohio Wesleyan Home B 3:00 
Defiance College Away A&B 2:00 
Xavier University Away A&B 1:30 
Lima Away A&B 2:00 
Hamilton Rugby Association Away A 1:00 
Miami Valley Away A&B 1:00 
Queen City Away A&B 1:00 
Dead Lake Away A&B 2:00 
Circle City Centurians Home A&B 1:30 
Ruggers help win Marti Gras Tourni y 
A few Wright State Rugby 
players teamed up with part of a 
team from Waconia, Minnesota 
Feb. 24 and 25 to take third place 
in the Mardi Gras Rugby Tourna-
ment, in which 64 teams from all 
over the country competed. 
The Minnesota Club was con-
tacted by a WSU rugger and 




University Canter Board 
Cinema presents 
Wright State University 
'Whatever Happened 
to Baby Jane' 




day. Feb. 24, to prepare for that 
day's 8 a.m. match. 
THIS MATCH was a forfeit, 
with the members of Harvard 
University's Rugby team putting 
in a no-show. The second match 
Saturday was played at 11 a.m. 
against the St. Louis Hornets. 
Despite the mud. the Waconia-
WSU ti .1 defeated the Hornet-; 
4-0. 
The third and final match 
Saturday was played against Un-
ion County. New Jersey at 2 p.m. | 
T^e match ended in a tic after 
regulation play and two overtimes 
The match was finally taken by 
the Waconia-WSU team through' 
a field goal kicking competition on j 
the first kick. The team now stood. 
ih the top eight in the tourna- j 
mcnt. 
\ UP TO $800 
CASH REBATE 
$150t$300; l$250 
ON ALL REMAINING < 
1978 DATSUNS % 
£/, V, UP TO $800 CASH REBATE, DEPEND ON MODEL 
EXTRA DOWN PAYMENT! 
ffutofcniMfic. 
550 KAUFFMAN AVE. 878-7322: FAIR BORN, O^IO 
id 
^ ^ • S A Y B U L L ! • 
TO YOUR STUDENT BODY. 
o - y t r -
ffr"*?--
c 
GET THIS UNIOUE "SAY BULL" ATHLETIC SHIRT CUSTOM-PRINTED 
WITH THE NAME OF YOUR SCHOOL FOR ONLY $5.50. 
Bull your way through college in style! With a genuine Schlitz Malt Liquor bull shirt. 
Featuring our Schlitz Malt Liquor bull with roval blue 3/4 length sleeves and white shirt body. 
It s made of 70% cotton and 30% polyester. And it's 100% you. because we custom-print 
the name of your school right on the front. ff=s'\ 
it's the shirt you'll wear proudly all year long. For jogging, class, team sports and /J 1 
getting together with friends for a round of Schlitz Malt Liquor. After all, if you're 
going to "SAY BULL" across your chest, you might as well start bacKing it up. lijQUOK. 
8 
MAILTOrSAY BULL" JERSEY OFFER 
P.O. BOX 9197. ST. M&JL, MINNESOTA 55191 
Please s e n d _ _ _ Schlitz Malt Liquor "SAY BULL" College Name Athletic Jersey(s) 
$5.50 each, including College Name Personalization, postage and handling 
• Sizes available: 
I 
QUANTITY SIZE (Specify S. M L. XL) COLLEGE IMPRINT (please pr in t ) 
Enclosed is $_ 
Name 
.check or money order payable to "SAY BULL" Jersey Otter. 
I Address 
I City State 
| Offer void where prohibited by law Allow 4 to 6 weeks for shipment Offer expires May 31. 1979 
. Z i p _ 
SCHLITZ 
MAV motion. 
DONT SAY BEER, 
SAY BULL! 
